Complexity • Range • Quality
Common Core Success

Look no further to find a resource to support these essential elements that make up the Common Core:

- **Shift to Informational Text**—122,000+ academically vetted articles exploding with informational text
- **Build Vocabulary**—Find articles and resources with content-specific vocabulary
- **Close Read Primary Sources**—Thousands of primary and secondary source documents
- **Deeper Evidence Based Research**—Over 1,100 world newspapers, updated daily, feature news stories covering science and social studies, and supporting videos
- **Increase Text Complexity**—Multiple articles (all lexiled) and resources, at varying reading levels on the same subject
- **Identify and analyze Point of View**—Culture Cross compare and contrast feature, and Pro/Con Debate topics with lesson plans

**Content available at multiple reading levels to meet the needs of your school community**
- Lexile levels
- Grade ranges
- Guided Reading Level ranges
- ATOS ranges

**Blended resources of curated content!**

**Build your own lesson plan with our Common Core Solution!**
- Instant access to authentic pieces of text in multiple formats, multiple perspectives, in a wide range of Lexile Levels, allowing in-depth investigation into topics as students work their way up the staircase of text complexity.
- Access to thousands of rigorously vetted pieces including articles, bios, video, audio, maps, graphs, and thousands of primary and secondary source documents allowing students to draw information from a wide range of sources.
How will your students and educators benefit from our solution?

Compare and Contrast

A vast reservoir of interactive content for whiteboard lessons, small group activities, or for individual student work at school or home.

What is the outcome?

Tens of thousands of informational text documents accessed through a single content portal.

Call Us NOW at 1-800-387-1437 or email us at libraryinfo@scholastic.com to set up your customized digital Common Core Solution.